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ABSTRACT

Paraquat (PQ) is the third most used broad-spectrum nonselective herbicide around the globe after glyph-

osate and glufosinate. Repeated usage and overreliance on this herbicide have resulted in the emergence

of PQ-resistantweeds that are a potential hazard to agriculture. It is generally believed that PQ resistance in

weeds is due to increased sequestration of the herbicide and its decreased translocation to the target site,

as well as an enhanced ability to scavenge reactive oxygen species. However, little is known about the ge-

netic bases and molecular mechanisms of PQ resistance in weeds, and hence no PQ-resistant crops have

been developed to date. Forward genetics of themodel plantArabidopsis thaliana has advanced our under-

standing of the molecular mechanisms of PQ resistance. This review focuses on PQ resistance loci and

resistance mechanisms revealed in Arabidopsis and examines the possibility of developing PQ-resistant

crops using the elucidated mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION

Paraquat (1,1-dimethyl-4,40-bipyridinium dichloride, PQ) is a post-

emergence, broad-spectrum, foliar-applied, and nonselective her-

bicide. It has been used in agriculture for weed control since 1960

(Preston, 1994). The herbicidal potential of PQwas first discovered

at Jealott’s Hill Research Center in 1955 (Hawkes, 2014). This

divalent cation is highly soluble in water and kills plants within a

few hours under sunlight (Fuerst and Vaughn, 1990). PQ is being

used in more than 100 countries and is the third most extensively

used herbicide in the world after glyphosate and glufosinate. In

addition, PQ is frequently used as a free radical initiator for

studying oxidative stress response in the laboratory.

PQ is quickly adsorbed to soil colloids, making it inactive; the

sowing of crops immediately after herbicide treatment is possible
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without the fear of phytotoxicity, and PQ is therefore widely used

in non-tillage farming. Owing to soil adsorption, its limited leach-

ing and reduced runoff by rainwater reduce the ecotoxicity of this

herbicide. Its rapid uptake by plant tissues makes it an optimal

choice in areas where rainfall is frequent. Moreover, its non-

penetration of woody tissues ensures its safe use in orchards.

Repeated use of PQ has given rise to PQ-resistant weeds. In

1981, the first case of PQ resistance was reported in Conyza bo-

nariensis (hairy fleabane) in Egypt (Youngman, 1981). To date, at

least 28 weed species with PQ resistance have been reported in
ommunications 3, 100321, May 9 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s).
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20 countries (Heap, 2021). The evolution of PQ resistance in

weeds is a relatively slow process. Even after use of this herbicide

for 50 years, PQ resistance in weeds is not a major

economic concern (Hawkes, 2014). The evolution of PQ

resistance is generally observed to be a slow phenomenon,

resulting mostly from immense exposure to this herbicide over

a duration of 10 years (or longer) (Soar et al., 2003). For

example, PQ resistance in capeweed (Arctotheca calendula)

appeared after one application/year of a diquat and PQ mixture

for a period of 23 years (Powles et al., 1989). Hence, PQ-

resistant weeds are not yet amajor problem, but they are a poten-

tial threat to agriculture. Studies on PQ-resistant weeds provide

important clues to hypothesize the mechanisms of PQ resistance

in weeds. However, little is known about their genetic bases and

molecular mechanisms. Although PQ-resistant weeds are not a

major problem at present, the development of PQ-resistant crops

may provide a novel tool for weed management. However, the

limited understanding of PQ resistance mechanisms is a barrier

to the creation of PQ-resistant crops. With the power of genetics,

the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana offers a unique opportunity

to dissect the molecular mechanisms of PQ resistance.

MECHANISM OF PQ ACTION

In plants, PQ is absorbed and transported from the external envi-

ronment to the chloroplasts, themajor site of PQ action. The plant

cuticle does not impede the absorption of this herbicide (Bishop

et al., 1987). The uptake of PQ by plant cells is mediated by

plasma membrane-localized transporters such as the polyamine

transporters (Hart et al., 1992b). However, it is not yet clear how

PQ crosses the chloroplast membranes. Once it has arrived at

the site of action, under conditions of illumination, the PQ

dication (PQ2+) accepts a free electron from ferredoxin in

photosystem I (PSI) to form a stable monocation radical (PQ$+),

which quickly reacts with divalent oxygen to produce

superoxide (Farrington et al., 1973). PQ is then recycled to

continuously generate superoxide. Superoxide is decomposed

into oxygen and hydrogen peroxide through the activity of

superoxide dismutase (SOD). Then, hydrogen peroxide can

oxidize Fe2+ to Fe3+ through the Fenton reaction and

generate hydroxyl free radicals (Gutteridge, 1984), thus causing

redox reaction chains to generate various forms of reactive

oxygen species (ROS) (Babbs et al., 1989). Excessive ROS

(e.g., superoxide radical, hydroxyl radical, singlet oxygen,

hydrogen peroxide) quickly destroy the cell membranes,

leading to leaf chlorosis and wilting and ultimately to

desiccation (Hawkes, 2014).

PROPOSED MECHANISMS OF PQ
RESISTANCE IN WEEDS

In general, herbicide resistance involves two broad mechanisms:

resistance produced by target site mutations, known as target

site resistance (TSR), and resistance produced by non-target

site mutations, known as non-target site resistance (NTSR). In

TSR, a lethal dose of herbicide reaches the target, but its effect

is mitigated because of mutations in the target site. NTSR in-

cludes mechanisms that reduce the quantity of herbicide

that approaches the target site or protect the plant against

herbicide-mediated damage (Powles and Yu, 2010; Délye et al.,

2013, 2015).
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The target of PQ is presumably ferredoxin in PSI. However, there

is currently no evidence of TSR in PQ-resistant plants. PQ is

thought to accept electrons from ferredoxin rather than from

PSI (Hawkes, 2014). However, there is no clear evidence of

PQ accepting electrons from ferredoxins, PSI, or both. As a

redox cycler, PQ has a more negative reduction potential

(E0 = �446 mV) than ferredoxin. The midpoint reduction

potential exhibited by leaf ferredoxins of Arabidopsis and maize

(E0 = � �425 mV) is more positive than that of PQ (Hanke et al.,

2004), making it possible that PQ accepts electrons from the

donor by simple proximity but without binding to the ‘‘target

site.’’ Alternatively, mutations in the target site may be lethal, so

that no TSR mutants have been isolated. All PQ-resistant weeds

are the NTSR type. Based on studies of PQ-resistant weeds,

several mechanisms of NTSR have been proposed, involving dis-

rupted PQ transport to the target organelle (chloroplast),

enhanced PQ sequestration in the vacuole, enhanced ability to

scavenge ROS, and PQ detoxification via metabolism.
Disrupted transport of PQ to its target organelle

PQ is taken up into the plant cell by plasma membrane-localized

transporters (Hart et al., 1992a, 1992b). Thus, impaired uptake of

PQ may result in enhanced resistance to PQ. For example,

leaf sections of resistant C. bonariensis exhibited 81 times

more resistance to PQ than leaf sections of the sensitive

genotype. Lateral 14C-PQ movement from the point of

herbicide application was restricted in leaf sections of the

resistant plants relative to the sensitive ones (Norman et al.,

1993, 1994), suggesting a resistance mechanism involving

reduced translocation of PQ (perhaps a transporter) in the

resistant plants. Interestingly, polyamines can competitively

reduce PQ translocation. For example, exogenous application

of polyamines on leaf discs of a sensitive biotype of Arctotheca

calendula reduced the translocation of PQ, thereby increasing

PQ tolerance (Soar et al., 2004), which suggests that polyamine

transporters play a role in PQ translocation.

Theplant homologofEscherichia coliEmrE,which is involved in the

transport of various xenobiotic compounds in bacteria (Yerushalmi

et al., 1995), was proposed to be a potent transporter of PQ in C.

canadensis (Jóri et al., 2007). Cationic amino acid transporters,

usually involved in polyamine transport (Moretti et al., 2017), may

be able to transport PQ. For instance, cationic amino acid

transporter 4 was found to be involved in enhanced PQ

resistance of C. canadensis (Soós, 2005; Jóri et al., 2007).

Once PQ is taken up into the cytosol, it can be transported to its

target organelle, the chloroplast. Impaired transport to the chlo-

roplast would also result in enhanced resistance to PQ. For

instance, the increased expression of PqST2 in a resistant

biotype of Eleusine indica (goosegrass) relative to a sensitive

biotype after PQ treatment may be associated with reduced PQ

transport to the target organelle in the resistant biotype (Luo

et al., 2019). PqST2 is a homolog of ABCB1 that encodes a PQ

efflux transporter in human and mice (Wen et al., 2014).

Furthermore, enhanced expression of PqST1, a homolog of

SYP121 that encodes a protein involved in vesicle trafficking,

increased secretion of PQ out of the cells of resistant

goosegrass plants compared with sensitive plants after PQ

treatment (Luo et al., 2019), thereby reducing cellular PQ level.
(s).
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Enhanced sequestration of PQ

PQ sequestration is one of the major proposed mechanisms by

which weeds have acquired resistance to PQ. The PQ level can

be reduced in cytoplasm and target organelles by enhanced

sequestration to metabolically inactive compartments such as

the cell wall and vacuole. For example, the enhanced PQ resis-

tance of C. bonariensis was considered to be related to PQ

exclusion from its site of action in the chloroplast via an unknown

sequestration mechanism (Fuerst et al., 1985). The PQ resistance

of leaf sections was dramatically higher in a resistant biotype than

in a sensitive one, but illuminated preparations of protoplasts and

chloroplasts did not show different sensitivities to PQ treatment,

strongly suggesting that the resistance was related to restricted

diffusion of the herbicide to its site of action in the chloroplast,

possibly because of a sequestration mechanism. As PQ is a

polar dication and the plant cell wall has cation-exchange

ability (Baydoun and Brett, 1988), the hypothesis of PQ binding

to the cell wall seems significant. Reduced translocation of PQ

in resistant versus sensitive Hordeum glaucum was attributed

to its sequestration, possibly in the apoplast (Bishop et al.,

1987) or vacuole (Lasat et al., 1997). Similarly, in Lolium rigidum

(ryegrass), decreased translocation of PQ in resistant plants

was attributed to elevated sequestration of this herbicide in the

vacuoles (Yu et al., 2007). In C. canadensis (horseweed),

experiments on uptake, distribution, and localization of PQ into

cell organelles revealed that a significant proportion of applied

herbicide was retained in the vacuole plus cytosol fraction. The

PQ-resistant horseweed plants with reduced PQ in chloroplasts

after PQ treatment showed that the PQ resistance was caused

by its sequestration in the vacuole (Jóri et al., 2007). The leaf

protoplasts of PQ-treated resistant plants of L. rigidum exhibited

two to three times more PQ than those of PQ-treated susceptible

plants, and the mechanism of resistance was probably attributed

to enhanced sequestration of PQ in the vacuoles of the resistant

plants (Yu et al., 2010). The movement of 14C-labeled PQ (under

light conditions) was confined to the PQ-treated leaf in the

resistant biotype of L. multiflorum (Italian ryegrass) compared

with the sensitive one, from whose treated leaf the herbicide

transport rate was approximately 20 times higher (Brunharo

and Hanson, 2017). Vacuolar PQ sequestration, possibly by

tonoplast-localized polyamine transporters, contributed to the

enhanced PQ tolerance of the resistant biotype of Italian

ryegrass (Brunharo and Hanson, 2017). These studies strongly

suggest that there are efflux transporters that localize in the

plasma membrane and tonoplast and export PQ into the

vacuole and apoplast from the cytosol, although this

hypothesis nevertheless awaits molecular genetic proof.
Enhanced ROS scavenging ability

The enhanced capability of ROS scavenging helpsweeds tomini-

mize PQ-generated ROS in resistant biotypes. The extensively

studied enzymes in this regard are those related to the

ascorbate-glutathione (Halliwell–Asada) cycle that protects cells

from oxidative damage (Délye, 2013). These enzymes include

glutathione reductase (GR), SOD, monodehydroascorbate

reductase (MDHAR), dehydroascorbate reductase (DHAR),

glutathione peroxidase (GPX), and ascorbate peroxidase (APX)

(Foyer and Noctor, 2011; Noctor et al., 2012, 2016).

Nevertheless, the generators of ascorbate and glutathione

(reducing equivalents) that are responsible for driving the
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ascorbate-glutathione cycle come from PSI (the same site from

which PQ effectively diverts electrons). Therefore, compared to

the reduced transport of PQ to its target site, the capability of

this cycle to provide a high level of PQ resistance is a bit

doubtful (Hawkes, 2014).

Increased ROS scavenging ability has been found in PQ-resistant

weeds. For instance, enhanced PQ resistance was attributed to

enhanced activities of antioxidant enzymes in various PQ-

resistant weeds compared with sensitive ones (Shaaltiel et al.,

1988a, 1988b; Shaaltiel and Gressel, 1986). Similarly, the

increased activity of SOD after PQ treatment in resistant

biotypes of Mazus pumilus (Japanese mazus) was found to be

responsible for PQ resistance in the resistant plants (Tsuji et al.,

2013).
PQ detoxification by plant metabolism

PQ detoxification is a plausible mechanism, but little is known

about it. To date, there are no reports of PQ degradation by plant

metabolism. It is generally thought that PQ is stable in plant cells

(Hawkes, 2014). The metabolic detoxification of PQ was not

found to be associated with enhanced PQ resistance in the R

biotype of L. perenne (Harvey et al., 1978) and C. bonariensis

(Norman et al., 1993). However, PQ can be degraded by

microorganisms in the soil (Bromilow, 2004; Huang et al., 2019).

By contrast, the metabolic degradation of other types of

herbicides has been reported (Busi et al., 2011).
ARABIDOPSIS MUTANTS WITH
ENHANCED PQ RESISTANCE CONFIRM
THE PROPOSED MECHANISMS IN
WEEDS

Due to technical difficulties, especially the lack of genetic ana-

lyses and genome sequence information for weeds, none of the

mechanisms proposed above have been confirmed at themolec-

ular level. Thanks to the model plant Arabidopsis, PQ resistance

mutants provide key molecular genetic evidence for PQ resis-

tance mechanisms.

It should be noted that PQ application as an herbicide for

weed control differs from that as a selection reagent in an Arabi-

dopsis mutant screen. PQ is usually sprayed on leaves in the

former case, whereas PQ is applied to the medium to select

PQ-resistant Arabidopsis mutants during germination and early

seedling growth. In addition, the dose of PQ used for mutant se-

lection is significantly lower. Therefore, the mechanisms of PQ

resistance revealed in Arabidopsis may have some differences

from those in weeds and should be cautiously assessed when

used for PQ-resistant crop development.

Nevertheless, the PQ resistance genetic loci revealed in Arabi-

dopsis to date have basically confirmed all of the proposed

mechanisms of PQ resistance in weeds.
Impaired uptake and transport of PQ

Mutations in plasmamembrane transporters can lead to reduced

uptake of PQ into the cell, increased cellular efflux, and impaired

intracellular transport. Arabidopsis mutants with defects in PQ
ommunications 3, 100321, May 9 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). 3
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uptake have paved the way to understanding the molecular ba-

ses of PQ transporters. For example, study of the PQ-tolerant

mutant pqt24-1 revealed that PQT24/AtPDR11 (pleiotropic drug

resistance 11) acts as a PQ transporter (Xi et al., 2012).

AtPDR11 belongs to the ATP binding cassette (ABC) family,

which is one of the largest protein families and is found in all living

organisms (Henikoff et al., 1997). Some members of this family

are involved in ATP-driven transport activities (Higgins, 1992). A

loss-of-function mutation in this transporter contributed to two-

fold enhancement of PQ tolerance, as shown by seedlings of

the null mutant pqt24-1 compared with the wild type (Xi et al.,

2012). Consistent with its function, the PQT24/AtPDR11 protein

is localized in the plasmalemma, supporting the idea that PQ

resistance was due mainly to its reduced influx into the cell

from the extracellular environment. Considering that PQT24/

AtPDR11 is a PQ importer, one might expect that PQ treatment

would lead to an increased accumulation of intracellular PQ in

the wild type with the passage of time. In fact, an equilibrium

was evident after 2 h of PQ treatment, indicating that a PQ efflux

mechanismmust exist to counterbalance PQ import andmaintain

equilibrium. PQ is an opportunistic substrate of this transporter,

whose PQ transport activity is competitively inhibited by putres-

cine (Xi et al., 2012), like that observed in maize roots (Hart et al.,

1992a, 1992b). As PQ and polyamines have similar uptake

characteristics (Hart et al., 1992b), it is possible that

polyamines and PQ share common transporters.

Another transporter capable of PQ uptake in Arabidopsis is the

L-type amino acid transporter1 (AtLAT1) revealed by the rmv1

(resistant to methyl viologen1) mutant (Fujita et al., 2012). PQ

uptake capacity of the knockout mutant rmv1 was decreased

approximately two- to four-fold compared with the wild type.

Transgenic plants overexpressing RMV1 displayed higher PQ

uptake, indicating that RMV1 acts as a PQ transporter. RMV1 is

a plasma membrane-localized transporter, consistent with its

role in importing PQ from the external environment. The transport

activity of RMV1 is competitively inhibited by polyamines, sug-

gesting that RMV1 is a polyamine transporter (Fujita and

Shinozaki, 2014).

The enhanced PQ resistance of par1 (paraquat resistant1) mu-

tants (at least 10 times higher PQ resistance than the wild type

in germination) and the elevated sensitivity ofPAR1-overexpress-

ing plants compared with the wild type suggest that PAR1 is

involved in the intracellular transport of PQ (Li et al., 2013).

PAR1 encodes AtLAT4, another L-type amino acid transporter.

PAR1/AtLAT4 is Golgi localized, which is why the rate of PQ up-

take is not significantly different between the mutant and the

wild type; rather its concentration is reduced in the chloroplasts

ofmutant plants, suggesting that PAR1 is involved in the transport

of PQ to the chloroplasts. Reduced import of PQ to the chloroplast

by brefeldin-A-sensitive cycling was proposed as a possible

mechanism of PQ resistance in par1 (Li et al., 2013). However,

vesicle-based trafficking has not yet been confirmed from the

Golgi apparatus to the chloroplast; hence, direct transport of PQ

from the Golgi apparatus to the chloroplast remains unresolved.

Li et al. (2013) proposed that PAR1 may be involved in the

endocytosis-mediated transfer of PQ from the Golgi apparatus

to the cytosol or into another intracellular organelle, followed by

transport into the chloroplast via unidentified transporters. They

also speculated that a small proportion of PAR1 may be localized
4 Plant Communications 3, 100321, May 9 2022 ª 2022 The Author
in the chloroplast and may transport PQ into the chloroplast from

the cytosol (Li et al., 2013). A nonsense mutation in the coding

region of PAR1 resulting in enhanced PQ tolerance in the

Arabidopsis pqr2 mutant compared with the wild type (Dong

et al., 2016) and more than 20 par1 alleles isolated by Xia et al.

(2021) reinforce the idea that PAR1 is a major locus of PQ

resistance in Arabidopsis. It would be interesting to further

explore the molecular mechanism by which PQ is specifically

transported to the chloroplast from the cytosol.

Enhanced sequestration of PQ

Cellular efflux of the herbicide is an attractive mechanism, but no

membrane efflux protein related to PQ transport has yet been re-

ported inplants.Duringgenetic screening forPQ-tolerantmutants

from a near-saturated ethyl methanesulfonate-mutagenized M2

library of Arabidopsis, Xia et al. identified the mutant pqt15-D

(paraquat tolerance 15-D) that is highly tolerant to PQ (approxi-

mately 80 timesmore tolerant than thewild type). A dominantmu-

tation in PQT15/DETOXIFICATION EFFLUX CARRIER 6 (DTX6)

causes a G311E substitution and increases the negative charge

at the substrate tunnel of DTX6 and the binding of positively

charged PQ, probably enhancing the substrate (PQ) binding affin-

ity and efflux activity of DTX6. The reduced PQ tolerance of the

knockout mutant dtx6 and the enhanced tolerance of transgenic

plants overexpressing DTX6 support the notion that PQT15/

DTX6 is a PQ efflux transporter. The DTX6 protein is mainly local-

ized in the plasmamembrane, consistent with the role of DTX6 as

an efflux transporter (Xia et al., 2021). DTX6 belongs to the MATE

(multidrug and toxic compound extrusion) family of transporters

that use the membrane electrochemical gradient to drive

transport activities (Kuroda and Tsuchiya, 2009). Members of

this family function as efflux pumps to export xenobiotic

compounds out of the cell. Recent studies have shown that

these proteins function as antiporters and transport substrates

via H+ exchange in plants (He et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2013). DTX6

is indeed involved in the cellular efflux of PQ, as demonstrated

by mesophyll protoplasts of DTX6-overexpressing plants that

export approximately 1.25 times more PQ than those of the wild

type, further confirming the efflux nature of this transporter.

Similar findings for DTX6 were obtained independently by

another research group and published back to back (Lv et al.,

2021). Lv et al. also presented evidence that DTX6 localizes in

the tonoplast of leaf cells and transports PQ into the vacuole.

These two recent reports support the well-known proposed

mechanism of PQ sequestration in the vacuole and cell wall.

DTX6 seems to work in a manner similar to that of the bacterial

membrane protein PqrA from Ochrobactrum anthropi that is

responsible for the efflux of toxic compounds. It confers resis-

tance against PQ when expressed in E. coli, providing evidence

for its transporter nature and increasing efflux of the herbicide

(Won et al., 2001). The PqrA gene also confers PQ resistance

when heterologously expressed in tobacco (Jo et al., 2004).

Enhanced ROS scavenging ability

While exerting its herbicidal mode of action, PQ2+ accepts elec-

trons from PSI and is converted into PQ$+. PQ$+ can immediately

react with molecular oxygen present in chloroplasts and is re-

oxidized to PQ2+, generating ROS (Vicente et al., 2001; Wang

et al., 2021). Given an adequate supply of electrons and
(s).
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molecular oxygen, the constant redox cycling of PQ results in

dose-dependent ROS production (Reczek et al., 2017). The

reservoir of antioxidants must be maintained at a level

that corresponds to the rate of electron transfer. Hence,

detoxification of PQ-generated ROS by cellular antioxidant

mechanisms has some limitations in providing adequate PQ

resistance, as PQ is recycled during ROS production, allowing

it to produce new ROS until something else happens to PQ.

Increased antioxidant activities have been observed in a number

of Arabidopsis mutants. For example, the Arabidopsis mutant gi-

gantea is tolerant to PQ and H2O2 and flowers later than the wild

type, suggesting that GIGANTEA is involved in oxidative stress

tolerance and delayed flowering (Kurepa et al., 1998).

While screening a mutagenized Arabidopsis library to find mu-

tants with stable photoautotrophic growth under salt stress,

Tsugane et al. (1999) discovered a mutant called

photoautotrophic salt tolerance1 (pst1). The recessive mutation

in pst1 was responsible for enhanced tolerance to salt and

higher light in the mutant compared with the wild type. In

addition, the PQ tolerance of pst1 seedlings was 10 times

higher than that of wild-type seedlings. The dramatically

upregulated transcripts of ROS scavengers (APX and SOD) in

the mutant were considered to be responsible for the enhanced

PQ tolerance of the pst1 plants. Hence, the PST1 gene is

thought to regulate a number of genes that are involved in the

detoxification of ROS (Tsugane et al., 1999).

Fujibe et al. isolated a PQ-resistant mutant that was found to be

allelic to ozone-sensitive radical-induced cell death1 (rcd1)

(Overmyer et al., 2000) and called it rcd1-2 (Fujibe et al., 2004).

The PQ tolerance of rcd1-2 was enhanced approximately four-

fold compared with that of the wild type. The rcd1-2 mutant

was also tolerant of freezing and UVB light. In contrast to the

wild type, rcd1-2 showed an increase in the expression of chloro-

plastic antioxidant enzymes such as Cu/Zn SOD, thylakoid APX,

and stromal APX under PQ treatment, and its enhanced oxidation

tolerance was credited to the elevated levels of these antioxidant

enzymes (Fujibe et al., 2004).

The recessive mutant par2-1 (paraquat resistant2-1) exhibits

reduced cell death compared with the wild type under PQ treat-

ment (Chen et al., 2009). PAR2 encodes S-nitrosoglutathione

reductase1. S-Nitrosoglutathione is an active species of nitric

oxide (NO), and par2-1 therefore exhibits an enhanced level of

NO compared with the wild type. Upon PQ treatment, superoxide

levels in par2-1 and the wild type were similar, suggesting that

PAR2 was not involved in superoxide generation or turnover.

Thus, PAR2 regulates cell death downstream of superoxide. Pro-

tein modification by nitrosylation, resulting in increased availabil-

ity of NO,may be involved in mitigating events downstream of su-

peroxide, thus reducing PQ-mediated cell death in par2-1 (Chen

et al., 2009).

The mutant paraquat tolerance3 (pqt3) was isolated from the

same transfer DNA (T-DNA) insertion library as pqt24-1 (Xi

et al., 2012). The recessive mutation in pqt3 enhanced the PQ

resistance of this mutant 30-fold relative to the wild type. PQT3

encodes a ubiquitin E3 ligase that acts as a molecular switch to

turn off plant antioxidant mechanisms when oxidative stress is
Plant C
absent (Luo et al., 2016). PQT3 negatively regulates the

oxidative stress response by interacting with protein

methyltransferase 4b (PRMT4b), which upregulates the expres-

sion of antioxidant enzymes such as GPX and APX by histone

methylation under stress conditions, thereby protecting the plant

from oxidative stress. PQT3 ubiquitinates PRMT4b for 26S

proteasome-mediated degradation. Thus, elevated activities of

GPX and APX and decreased expression of PQT3 were respon-

sible for the enhanced PQ resistance of pqt3 (Luo et al., 2016).

It is conceivable that any mutations that improve antioxidant abil-

ity will help the mutants to survive PQ stress.

Energy-related metabolism also contributes to PQ resistance, as

shown by the mutant pqr-216, an activation-tagged line with

increased tolerance to PQ, in which the T-DNA insertion has acti-

vated the expression of AtNUDX2 (At5g47650). AtNUDX2 en-

codes ADP-ribose pyrophosphatase, which affects the mainte-

nance of ATP and NAD+ homeostasis by nucleotide recycling

from free ADP-ribose molecules (Ogawa et al., 2009). Likewise,

the decreased activities of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases

enhanced stress tolerance (De Block et al., 2005).
PQ detoxification by plant metabolism: myth or reality?

Apart from transporters and antioxidant systems, a more desir-

able strategy for PQ resistance is the degradation of PQ by meta-

bolism. The cytochrome P450 superfamily plays significant roles

in plant metabolism and the detoxification of xenobiotics (Hansen

et al., 2021). There are many reports of P450-mediated

herbicide degradation (H€ofer et al., 2014; Azab et al., 2018;

Yamada et al., 2000; Didierjean et al., 2002; Jang et al., 2020).

However, no evidence for PQ metabolism has been found in

plants to date.

In a genetic screen for PQ resistancemutants ofArabidopsis from

the same T-DNA insertion library as pqt24-1 (Xi et al., 2012),

Huang et al. (2021) isolated the gain-of-function mutant

paraquat tolerance11D (pqt11D) in which the T-DNA insertion

with 35S enhancers activated PQT11/CYP86A4, which encodes

a P450 protein. The PQ resistance phenotype can be

recapitulated by overexpressing PQT11 in the wild type, and

the resulting overexpression lines were twice as resistant to PQ

as the wild type in the presence of a high concentration of PQ

(10 mM). Huang et al. (2021) demonstrated that PQT11/

CYP86A4 could demethylate PQ to N-demethyl PQ, which was

found to be nontoxic to Arabidopsis. Therefore, Huang et al.

clearly revealed a novel PQ resistance mechanism by which PQ

is detoxified via plant metabolism. However, PQ is not a natural

substrate of PQT11/CYP86A4, and the natural substrate of this

P450 remains unknown. More importantly, it should be

explored whether other plant enzymes such as glutathione S-

transferases and glycosyltransferases participate in PQ

degradation. The fate of N-demethyl PQ in the cell also needs

to be investigated in the future.
POTENTIAL STRATEGIES FOR
DEVELOPING PQ-RESISTANT CROPS

Sustainable crop production is crucial for world food security,

as arable land is continually decreasing. The infestation and
ommunications 3, 100321, May 9 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). 5



Figure 1. Molecular mechanisms of PQ resistance elucidated in Arabidopsis thaliana
PQ is transported across the plasma membrane into the cytosol from the external environment by ABC transporters such as PDR11/PQT24 and L-amino

acid transporters such as RMV1/LAT1, as well as other unidentified transporters that recognize PQ as their mimic substrate. Once inside the cell, PQ

faces several fates. First, PQ is transported by PAR1/LAT4 and other unidentified transporters to its site of action, the chloroplast, where it competes

for electrons from PSI and generates large amounts of ROS that are scavenged by antioxidant enzymes. Any mutations that enhance ROS-scavenging

ability, such as pqt3 and pst1,would help plants to tolerate PQ. Second, PQ is exported to the vacuole and apoplast by efflux transporters such as DTX6/

PQT15/RTP1. Third, PQ is catabolized to nontoxic products by plant enzymes such as PQT11/CYP86A4. Therefore, PQ resistancemechanisms revealed

byArabidopsismutants to date include (1) impaired PQ transport (rvm1, pqt24, and par1); (2) enhanced PQ export to the vacuole and apoplast (dtx6D); (3)

enhanced ROS-scavenging capability (e.g., pst1 and pqt3); and (4) enhanced metabolic detoxification of PQ (pqt11D). Unconfirmed PQ transporters and

transport routes are indicated by question marks and dashed lines, respectively. Red dots represent PQ, and green dots represent N-demethyl PQ.
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intrusion of weeds on crops is a major threat to world crop pro-

duction, thus necessitating the use of herbicides to control

weeds. The most common strategy to control weeds in the

field is the combination of herbicide application and herbi-

cide-resistant crops. Crops resistant to major commercial her-

bicides have been developed by overexpressing herbicide-

resistance genes (Mazur and Falco, 1989; Duke and

Cerdeira, 2010; Guo et al., 2015; Fartyal et al., 2018; Achary

et al., 2020) or by genome editing (Sun et al., 2016; Zhang

et al., 2019; Kuang et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020; Liu et al.,

2021). However, no PQ-resistant crops have yet been devel-
6 Plant Communications 3, 100321, May 9 2022 ª 2022 The Author
oped owing to a lack of understanding of the molecular mech-

anisms of PQ resistance.

The idea of developing PQ-resistant crops is interesting, as PQ is

the third most commonly used herbicide in the world because of

its cost-effectiveness, labor savings, and rapid mode of action

(Mercado and Caleño, 2021). Despite being banned in a few

countries (Li et al., 2019), PQ is currently used in more than 120

countries for approximately 100 crops (Mercado and Caleño,

2021). Although China banned the aqueous solution of this

herbicide in 2016, it is still being marketed under different
(s).



Figure 2. Potential strategies for the development of PQ-resistant crops
Thanks to extensive studies in weeds and Arabidopsis, major PQ resistance mechanisms have been elucidated and the pertinent genes identified; these

can serve as candidate genes for the development of PQ-resistant crops. Multiple genes contribute to PQ resistance, making the pyramiding of different

PQ resistance genes a powerful strategy for PQ-resistant crop development. Because PQ translocation and sequestration are the major PQ resistance

mechanisms in weeds, these mechanisms may be prioritized for PQ-resistant crops, in addition to metabolic detoxification. The genes that confer PQ

resistance in Arabidopsis could be pyramided in crops by gene editing to knock out the crop allelic PDR11, RMV1, PAR1, PQT3, and PST1 and by

increasing the expression of the crop allelic DTX6, DTX6D, and PQT11. The development of crops that are resistant to commercial-level PQ applications

by pyramiding is a promising strategy.
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formulations (Huang et al., 2019). However, owing to its rapid

mode of action and the production of enormous amounts of

ROS (Novaes et al., 2016), PQ can also damage the crop

species, limiting its application mainly to no-tillage farms and

orchards. Clearly, it will be important to develop PQ-resistant

crops to enable confident use of this herbicide without damage

to agricultural crops; this would not only expand the application

acreage of PQ but also boost its production. More importantly,

we may be forced to resort to PQ to control weeds that have

evolved resistance to other herbicides in crop fields.

As more and more information on the molecular mechanisms of

PQ resistance is revealed, more genetic loci will be available for

the development of PQ-resistant crops. With the model plant

Arabidopsis, we have been able to dissect the molecular mecha-

nisms of PQ resistance. Over the past decade, several key mo-

lecular mechanisms have been unraveled and their pertinent

genes identified (Figure 1); these findings can serve as

guidelines and tools for the development of PQ-resistant crops

(Figure 2).

First, plant cells use plasma membrane-localized transporters

such as PDR11 and RMV1 to take up PQ (as a natural substrate

mimic) (Fujita et al., 2012; Xi et al., 2012). Disruption of these PQ

importers will reduce PQ intake and accumulation in cells, thus

making plants more resistant to PQ. Once PQ is taken up into a

plant cell, it can be transported to the chloroplast, its site of

action. PAR1 plays a predominant role in this transport

process, as clearly shown by the knockout mutant par1 (Li

et al., 2013). Therefore, par1, pdr11, and rmv1 may constitute

the basis of PQ resistance conferred by impaired PQ transport,

and this information can be easily applied to crops by editing

the corresponding homologous genes in the crop genomes.

Indeed, OsPAR1 RNAi knockdown rice lines show strong PQ

resistance to a 140-mM PQ spray under field conditions (Li

et al., 2013). Second, PQ inside the plant cell can be exported

out of the cytosol and into the apoplast and vacuole. Enhanced
Plant C
activities of the relevant exporters would increase PQ

resistance. The recently identified MATE efflux transporter

DTX6 demonstrated this molecular mechanism (Lv et al., 2021;

Xia et al., 2021). The overexpression of DTX6D in Arabidopsis

confers strong resistance to a near-commercial PQ dose (Xia

et al., 2021). Third, PQ inside plant cells could be catabolized to

nontoxic metabolites, a much-welcomed mechanism of herbi-

cide resistance that also alleviates the food safety concern of her-

bicide residues. Developing crops with an enhanced ability to

break down PQ is the most desirable solution. Recent progress

on PQ catabolism in plants sheds light on this strategy (Huang

et al., 2021). Fourth, an enhanced capacity for ROS scavenging

would help plants tolerate PQ to some extent. There are many

genes that can be used to enhance antioxidation, such as PST1

(Tsugane et al., 1999) and PQT3 (Luo et al., 2016). Knockout of

OsPQT3 improves abiotic stress tolerance and increases grain

yield in rice (Alfatih et al., 2020).

As multiple genes contribute to PQ resistance (Gaines et al.,

2020), pyramiding different mechanisms of PQ resistance offers

a potent strategy for the development of PQ-resistant crops.

The genes described in this review that confer PQ resistance in

Arabidopsis could be pyramided in crops by gene editing (crop

allelic PDR11, RMV1, PAR1, PQT3) and overexpression (DTX6,

DTX6D, and PQT11). It is promising to attempt to develop crops

that are resistant to commercial-level PQ applications by

combining genes for nonoverlapping major mechanisms of PQ

resistance. However, economic traits such as yield and disease

resistance should not be compromised in the future development

of PQ-resistant crops by pyramiding different mechanisms.

The extensive study of PQ resistance in weeds provides instruc-

tive clues for the development of PQ-resistant crops. PQ translo-

cation and sequestration appear to be the major resistance

mechanisms in weeds, and they are likely to produce the resis-

tance to a commercial PQ dose that is required for PQ-resistant

crops. Themechanisms of PQ resistance and the genes identified
ommunications 3, 100321, May 9 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). 7
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in Arabidopsis, especially those involved in translocation,

sequestration, and metabolic detoxification of PQ, greatly in-

crease the likelihood that commercial PQ-resistant crops will be

developed successfully. However, most studies of the molecular

mechanisms of PQ resistance in Arabidopsis have been

conducted in the laboratory. Whether the future development of

PQ-resistant crops based on these molecular mechanisms will

provide PQ resistance sufficient to enable survival under com-

mercial doses of PQ remains to be tested in field trials.

To complete the picture of PQ resistance mechanisms in plants,

more andmore genetic components involved in the processmust

be investigated. Special focus should be given to chloroplast and

vacuolar transporters of PQ, as well as PQ-detoxifying enzymes.

The natural substrates of these transporters and the P450

enzyme also need to be elucidated in the future. Expanding our

knowledge of PQ resistance mechanisms will open an avenue

for the confident use of this herbicide on crops. It would also be

quite interesting to investigate whether mutations similar to those

that helped to identify PQ resistance loci in Arabidopsis have also

occurred in various PQ-resistant weeds in nature. Likewise, the

extremely short evolutionary history of PQ resistance mecha-

nismsmay be quite attractive to evolutionary biologists. It is worth

noting that the chloroplast may not be the only organelle targeted

by PQ. Because PQ is toxic to non-photosynthetic organisms

(Mercado and Caleño, 2021), it is reasonable to believe that PQ

may attack other organelles with electron transfer chains, such

as the mitochondrion, or even enzymes and protein complexes

from which PQ can obtain electrons. Perhaps we should

expand our study beyond the current territory of PQ resistance.
PROS AND CONS OF DEVELOPING
PQ-RESISTANT CROPS

Apart from providing protection against weeds, PQ-resistant

crops are expected to have a major impact on crop rotation,

tillage farming, yield, and the ecosystem. PQ-resistant crops

will allow us to confidently cultivate formerly PQ-sensitive crops,

providing advantages in terms of managing the timing and

dosage of herbicide application. Tillage farming results in long-

term environmental damage owing to loss of the upper fertile

soil layer by water or wind, a loss that may take many years to

be reversed. Moreover, tillage leads to the loss of carbon and

moisture from the soil, thereby reducing its fertility (Duke,

2015). As PQ is a broad-spectrum, post-emergence, soil-

inactivated, and foliar-applied herbicide that promotes no-

tillage farming (Baldwin et al., 1968; Hawkes, 2014), reductions

in tillage through the use of PQ-resistant crops will significantly

prevent soil loss from cultivated land and help to preserve soil

carbon and moisture content. PQ-resistant crops will reduce la-

bor costs in the areas where hand-picking of weeds is a common

practice, making them economical for growers.

If PQ-resistant crops are commercialized, use of this herbicide is

expected to increase every year, with increasing resistance in

already-resistant weed species. Monoculture practices will inten-

sify the situation. Therefore, crops with enhanced resistance to

PQ must be developed, and stacking different mechanisms of

PQ resistance in a single crop offers the best solution in this

regime. An alternative solution will be crop rotation, which ensures
8 Plant Communications 3, 100321, May 9 2022 ª 2022 The Author
high agricultural productivity by reducing herbicide use, weed

infestation, and weed resistance to the relevant herbicide due to

selection pressure (Sch€utte et al., 2017). Transgene flow from

PQ-resistant crops to feral relatives must be given special consid-

eration when developing transgenic crops. Gene flow from glyph-

osate-resistant crops to their non-transgenic counterparts has

already been documented (Mallory-Smith and Zapiola, 2008).

However, gene flow is affected by a number of factors, such as

crop species, genotype and pollination system, hybridization

frequency, compatible relative species, weather circumstances,

pollinator activities, and distance from transgenic crop species to

their concurrently flowering wild relatives (Sch€utte et al., 2017).

Therefore, it is difficult to predict the extent and frequency with

which transgene flow will occur from PQ-resistant crops to feral

biotypes.

PQ-resistant crops are expected to offer remarkable benefits in

terms of efficient weed management and cost-effectiveness

compared with conventional crops, although they will be linked

with some potential risks. In our opinion, the benefits of PQ-

resistant crops will outweigh the potential risks, and such risks

can be managed with cautious agricultural practices.
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